
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE held at the              
University of Toronto Students’ Law Society Office (P322) at 78 Queens Park, Toronto, Ontario,              
M5S 2C5 at 12:30pm EST February 4th, 2019. 
  
Members in attendance: Solomon McKenzie, SLS President (Sol) 
                                               Brittany Cohen, VP Social Affairs (Britt) 
                                               Thomas Sutherland, 3L Representative (Tom) 
                                               Spencer Paveck, 2L Representative (Spencer) 
                                               Matthew Walwyn, 2L Representative (Matthew) 
 Delana Zamparo, 1L Representative (Del) 
 Celina Kassam, 1L Representative (Celina)* 

Zarin Zahra, 1L Representative (Zarin)* 
*arrived after the start of the meeting 

  
Call to order 12:34pm 
  
I.          Organization 
Brittany Cohen chaired. Notice of the meeting was duly given. Tom took minutes. 
  
II.         Procedural 
A.           Approval of the Minutes 
  
January 
Motion to approve by Sol, seconded by Matt. Unanimous approval. Tom and Dana abstained. 
  
III. Events and Programming 
A. Merchandise 
  
Spencer will get the online store link for Wednesday and aiming to open for Friday. February 24                 
close of merch sale and March 15th delivery at the latest. They will deliver them here and then                  
we will distribute. 
  
B. Law Ball 
  
Britt said we will be able to finalize the menu today and finalize the ticket prices as of that and                    
can begin the sale of ticket. Must provide the Liberty Grand with final numbers by the 22nd of                  
Feb. We will finalize the ticket price by tonight and can begin ticket sales for Wednesday. Mark                 
estimates that the menu differences won’t drastically alter the budget but would affect the              
amount of late-night food we need to order to access the cost of the event. The ticket prices will                   
likely be the same as last year as there will be no significant change at the lower end of menu                    
prices. 
[Celina arrived] 
Send your availability to Mark so that he can organize the cash sale schedule. 



Ticket sales will close on the 21st. Liberty Grand needs numbers, but not table request forms. 
[Zarin arrived] 
The sale will open in a graduated fashion (3Ls get access, then 2Ls, then 1Ls). JD/MBAs pay                 
the student price if they have paid their SLS fees and the guest price if they have not paid the                    
price. This policy is consistent with our approach to the JD/MBA. Facebook event will open               
tomorrow. Signup will open on Wednesday. Del will prepare the Facebook banner. Sale price              
will be released tomorrow. 
  
C. Oakes Day!!! 
  
Screen in the Rowell room and Sol will have a law movie being played in the background. We                  
are still waiting on the Food. Sol will invite the faculty with talents to show them off at the                   
Balancing Acts events. Sol is leaving from Friday to Tuesday and so will assign them to people                 
to see where people are over the coming week. We will open sign up for the Balancing Acts                  
once Follies finishes. 
  
D. Curling 
  
Britt has checked in about pricing for the event. The instructor price for curling would be added                 
to the ticket price. $138/team (8 people), + $40 for instructor fee. We will touch base on this in a                    
future meeting for the viability and interest of this event. 
  
E. Candygrams 
  
Del made hearts. Matt has no updates. The pun supplier is currently mooting so once this                
individual is done (Wednesday), they will be opened. The Candygram sales will begin this              
Thursday and next Monday and Tuesday. Distribution would be Wednesday Thursday. Kosher            
options are ready to go. We can combine this with the Law Ball sales. 
  
F. Yearbook 
  
Sol talked to the yearbook person. He is going to get us a quote sometime this week. 80 pages                   
with a regular printed cover shouldn’t be absurd. 
  
IV. Clubs Funding 
A. Food Law and Policy Society 
  
3 Lunch and Learns 
  
A Lunch and Learn series about current issues in food law and policy. Each session will feature                 
leading practitioners, policy makers and academics working in the field. They didn’t ask for              
speaker gifts. Asking for 20 people and poster costs. We don’t fund posters. 20 x 3 sounds like                  



a reasonable number. We will omnibus all three events. They may not be able to host all three                  
events. The funding is for three separate events and cannot be used to fund one larger event. 
  
Motion to approve funding for $60 ($4 x 20 people) for food for each of the three events and to                    
deny funding for poster printing by Sol, Mark seconds. Unanimous approval. 
  
B. Cannabis Law Club 
  
Cannabis Law Panel 
  
A Panel event about cannabis law. Mark suggests that 50 might be a little high, but that 35                  
might be more reasonable with the provision that they can increase the funds if a Facebook                
event shows that they have more interest. 
  
Motion to approve funding for $140 ($4 x 35 people) for food and $20 ($5 x 4 speakers) for                   
speaker’s gifts by Mark, Tom seconds. Unanimous approval. 
  
C. Criminal Law Students’ Association 
  
Criminal Lawyer’s Association Joint Panel 
  
A two-part event including a panel and networking opportunities for students. Asked for a              
$20/person for food. Asked for $150 for appetizers and then. Sol asked that we send it back to                  
them to have them so they can make a proper request. 
  
D. JD/MBA Association 
  
2 Lunch and Learns 
  
Will take place at the law school and will be open and advertised to all law students. Expected                  
50 people but are requesting funding for 40 people. Spencer notes that they addressed several               
our prior concerns (it’s at the law school; and will be advertised). Based on the interest from 1Ls                  
it seems like 40 people might be reasonable. However, they do not have a Facebook event so                 
we can’t properly gauge interest for this specific event. Spencer says this sounds like two               
identical events. Sol notes that people usually won’t go to two identical networking events so we                
should do differential numbers for the events. Sol also mentioned that the CDO wants to host                
more joint events, so we should potentially refer them to the CDO for any budgetary shortfalls.                
Mark notes that the lunch and learns seem a lot like a regular panel. Spencer mentions that the                  
same people may go to both. Sol wants more information about the second event before we                
make the decision. 
  
Motion to approve funding for $120 ($4 x 30 people) for food and $5 ($5 x 1 speaker) for                   
speaker’s gifts by Mark, Spencer seconds. Unanimous approval. 



  
E. U of T Law Feminist Book Club 
  
Book Club Meeting 
  
A monthly event where club members read a book related to women/feminism in law, and then                
meet to discuss it. Britt reached out and recommended that the first one should be a capstone                 
event, but that having a speaker would fundamentally alter the type of the event. Sol said they                 
should reach out to him in order to properly frame the event. Tom said that he sees some                  
possible concerns with this sort of event, but that the rigidity of out policy should not stop the                  
committee from funding multiple ‘capstone’ type events if we believe that the events themselves              
are worthwhile for the community. 
  
Motion to approve for $80 ($4 x 20 people) for food by Sol, Matt seconds. Unanimous approval. 
  
F. Indigenous Law Students’ Association 
  
Canadian Energy Infrastructure Development and Indigenous Communities Panel 
  
A panel to discuss the tensions arising from energy infrastructure development on traditional             
indigenous territories. Sol wants them to follow-up with them about the number of Elders who               
are coming. We will be referring out parking and Elder honoraria. We don’t have a breakdown of                 
the number of U of T law students so we can’t quite give them the number of people we can                    
fund for food. 
  
V. Call to the bar 
  
The named call to the bar for the promise auction will be on March 28th. 
  
VI. Policy Discussion 
A. General 
  
No money to controlled substances. Only food and speaker gifts are what we generally fund               
with some exceptions. We don’t fund pub nights (keggers). 
  
Some examples of traditional exceptions are jerseys for Intramurals and printing music for the              
Supreme Chords, these have emerged historically and from the club’s importance to the Law              
school community. 
  
Capstone events are an exception to the general requirement of an outside speaker, and the               
requirement that the event must be open to the public. The language of an atypical funding                
request is deliberately used to ensure that clubs can bring forward events or programming              
which doesn’t fall squarely in the guidelines. The ‘capstone event’ category is one type of               



atypical request which we have recognized. There is no formal limitation on the number of               
atypical events which we will approve, but informally we limit it to one ‘capstone’ per club. 
  
Britt read the 4 policy suggestions for atypical funding requests: 

(i) Enrich the student experience at the law school by connecting different groups of              
students and/or addressing pressing issues related to student satisfaction; 
(ii) Provide new/innovative opportunities for students to explore different areas of the            

law; 
(iii) Reflect/highlight/promote the diversity of student backgrounds and interests; and 
(iv) Clearly reflect the interest/engagement of a significant portion of the student body. 

We have never actually used the atypical funding requests guidelines. 
  
B. Food Pricing Exceptions 
  
Food funding for equity groups has been two parallel reasons. Food restrictions and small size               
of event. Dietary restrictions have generally restricted to religious requirements rather than for             
conscientious reasons. The requirement has usually been based on whether they need this type              
of funding to survive and 
  
C. Numbers 
  
Del suggests that it’s arbitrary how we come to the numbers for events. It seems like a lot of                   
unnecessary work. Is there someway of getting better estimates off the bat. Could we make the                
template more specific to capture our information we need? Sol notes that there is no incentive                
for clubs to ask for fewer than 50. Mark notes that we make decisions about members by                 
looking to content matter of event, has it been done before, is this the type of event that has                   
historically brought out a lot of people (such as BLS frequently getting a large number of people)                 
and the timing of the event (events just before exams will tend to be less popular). We use                  
social media as a barometer for the event’s interest (for both numbers and whether the group                
has advertised it). 
  
Clubs have a sign-up spreadsheet from clubs’ week, but this isn’t particularly helpful for the               
events. Some clubs update the lists frequently, however, most do not. If we overfund them, they                
do not keep the extra money. Any extra food is put in the Rowell room for general student body                   
consumption. Could we just reimburse them after the fact with accurate numbers? Mark notes it               
generates the opposite problem where people overfund on unpopular events. Del asks if we can               
require that they advertise before they request funding for us. Sol notes it might require us to do                  
some extra work, but it might be possible. 
  
D. The Use of Precedent 
  
We use precedent to determine if an event has been successful in the past. It is most helpful for                   
atypical funding requests such as the Supreme Chords printing requests. It is helpful to deal               



with historic atypical requests. It is also useful for estimating numbers based on popularity last               
year. Having 30 attendants in a previous year is persuasive for this year, but its not binding. We                  
do not actually track how many people actually go to every event. We have historically looked at                 
how much they have funded last year. We have not looked to how much we have released to                  
them in past years. We sometime ask for reasons as to why they expect an increase in                 
numbers. 
  
Can we get something on the record that corroborates if they had a greater turnout for the event                  
in the past year? We asked the treasurers to make a list of these events and the disbursements                  
from last year. The treasurers are responsible and often get overwhelmed by an absurd number               
of emails. 
  
Spencer notes that instead of a paper application we ask the execs to have a meeting with the                  
execs of the group during the first few weeks of the club in order to be able to ask them our                     
questions in real time so that we don’t need to have a bunch of emails back and forth. Sol notes                    
that this might be particularly useful for atypical funding requests as those will tend to be kind of                  
further along in the planning process. Further this will distinguish real atypical requests and              
those who have failed to read our guidelines. Dana notes that this might need to happen a little                  
later in the year so that they can bring all the information they need and so that they’ve been                   
elected. 
Sol notes that a small number of the applications are the ones we spend a lot of time on. 
  
E. Speaker’s Gifts 
  
The $5 speaker gift has been a hard $5. Britt notes that we had a fulsome conversation about                  
this last year and that we don’t want to give Bay St lawyers expensive gifts. Mark notes that the                   
rationale isn’t always true. We did have one exception with a speaker gift of $10 for a speaker                  
who gave an all-day prison tour. We also don’t give gifts to Faculty (as it’s their job). 
  
F. Rules on content 
  
We have in the past had groups that weren’t involved with the Indigenous groups which ran                
Indigenous events. We have made a soft policy that they need to refer to ILSA before we will                  
grant them funding. We have in the past asked groups to work together if they have similar                 
events. We do not have an equity requirement. We might need to develop a definition of what                 
the equity group identity is. SLS needs to develop a policy on what to do if a non-equity group is                    
hosting an event that intersects with the mandate of an established equity group. 
  
G. External Funding 
  
We ask clubs to tell us about their external funding and it will generally reduce the funding we                  
give them. If we find out after we’ve granted funding, should we ban them if they don’t report the                   
funding. There is a question about how long they would be banned for. If they’ve lied to us                  



before then perhaps, we could require them to do it afterwards. We are a lot more skeptical of                  
them if we uncover deceit. 
  
H. The Discretionary Fund 
  
Sol notes this is more dealt with by Britt and Sol. The groups are very vague about how much                   
money is in the equity discretionary fund and the general discretionary fund. Most of the equity                
seeking groups are good candidates for the discretionary funds. 
  
I. Funding from other Offices 
  
We have referred some events that seem to fall squarely into a health and wellness event or a                  
CDO event. There is also an alumni referral. We should develop a list of the outside groups                 
which we can access funding from. 
  
J. Next Steps 
  
Sol will start with Britt’s policy document and highlight some areas we will change and continue                
this conversation in the future. There are also guidelines that we are not paying attention to. The                 
document will not be voted on. It is the starting point for the conversation. This document will be                  
aimed at providing greater guidance for the committee and the outside groups. This will also               
help outside groups flag when events are deviating from the standard formula and that they will                
need to give us a principled reason for us to alter our rules. 


